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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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comiquera
COMIQUERA 1 .  Producer and cartoonist of comic books or comic strips.  2 .  Tell yourself about the comic book world.

comisionador
COMMISSIONER who gives or grants commissions or commissions, tasks. 

comía a dos carrillos
A TWO CARRILLOS I ate with a full mouth, anxiously and in quantities.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be eating deapressingly, gobbling up, swallowing with gluttony

commodities
COMMODITIES plural of COMMODITY, goods and raw materials of very low level of specialization or differentiation,
such as metals, which are traded in futures contracts on the stock exchange in a manner similar to the shares of public
limited companies.  They are classified into beans, softs (cotton, orange juice, coffee, sugar, cocoa), energy, metals,
meats, financial, indices, currencies

community
COMMUNITY English word meaning community

community manager
COMMUNITY MANAGER anglilicism by community or network manager : specialist in strategic planning and
commercial management of social networks. 

como el natre
AS NATRE in Chile : lousy, very bad, from the worst Allegory to weed, which is very bitter taste. 

como encontrar pedofido
HOW TO FIND PEDOPHID Very easy.  Typing it correctly : PEDOPHILE

como esta calvo se le quema el coco
Coconut ( coloq .  ) is synonymous with head

como esta voz
AS THIS VOICE as this word

como puedes hacer para que las personas cercanas potencializen sus virtudes y fortalezas
HOW YOU CAN DO FOR CLOSE PEOPLE TO POTENTIALIZE YOUR VIRTUES AND STRENGTHS Clearly this is a
query that is inappropriate in a dictionary, but it is still interesting.  The person who intends certain positive responses
from a group is always a leader and, therefore, the answer is in the books on Leadership and psychology books that
deal with group stimulation techniques.  Another place to find material is in the area of coaching (investigates business
coaching and executive coaching; also give a look at systemic coaching) 



como un pordiosero
AS A PORDIOSERO Said of a person : disastrous, poorly dressed, dirty.

como usar receptible
Receptive RECEPTIBLE .   Be receptible to unique ideas.  It's receptible to spread.  The elderly are much more
receptable to getting sick with coronavirus and die.  Youth is idealistic, and more receptible to adopting communist and
demagogic ideas.

comoditización
COMMODITIZATION the action of converting an economic or financial product into a commodity (meaning merchandise
in English), i.e. tradable on the London Stock Exchange.  They rate Grains, Softs, Energies, Metals, Meats, Financials,
Indices, and Coins. 

comoditizar
CHECKWITIZE Convert financial assets into commodities, i.e. in financial papers representing raw materials such as
metals (copper, aluminum, steel), food (coffee, sugar, cocoa) or any other marketable product.   The commodity is
expressed in general terms, without specification of origin, quality or mark.  It trades on the stock exchange like stocks.

comorbilidad
COMORABILITY presence of one or more conditions or diseases in addition to a primary or major disorder. 

compañero de hogar
HOME COMPANION child who is admitted to a juvenile center, either for having delinquented as if it is because he is
vulnerable. 

compañeros
COMPANIONS pl .  of COMPANION 1 .  Who keeps another person, class, or group company.  2 .  Member of the
Socialist or Communist Party.  3 .  Colloquial way of calling a person, even if they are not a friend, especially when their
name is not known.  4 .  Those belonging to a fire or military company, or to a school year

compañeros del alma
COMPANIONS OF THE SOUL close friends , close friends , without conditions

compartida
SHARED f .  of SHARED , past participle of CONVERT

compe
COMPETITION COMPE .  2 .  It could be a mistake by COMPEX a wireless electrical device stimulating muscles in
order to achieve maximum performance with less muscle fatigue. 

competencias mediaticas
MEDITIC COMPETITIONS Such mass media : Fight for popularity, rating or prestige between media or between users
or members of groups participating in social networks.



competidores
COMPETITOR's plural COMPETITORS

complejizarian
COMPLEJIZARIAN spelling error by COMPLEJIZAR WOULD BE THIRD PERSON PLURAL of the Conditional of
COMPLEJIZAR , complicate

complementarianismo
complementarianismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as complementarity being its meaning:<br>combine
the classical principles of economy of division of labour and comparative advantage: complementarity implies that each
actor cooperation concentrated their intervention in areas where added value can provide, in relation to what they do the
other members of a group

complemento de regimen
REGIME COMPLEMENT Spelling error by REGIMEN COMPLEMENT expression that refers to an additional to a diet,
such as a recipe for gymnastic exercises.

complementos
PLURAL COMPLEMENTS of COMPLEMENT, which provides the missing, which completes the missing part

completista
COMPLETEISTA person who performs completion or termination functions (of some kind) 

complices
Plural COMPLICS , spelling error by CÓMPLICE

componentes
COMPONENT COMPONENTS plural, part or part that is part of an integrated whole. 

comportamentales
COMPORTAMENTALES plural of COMPORTAMENTAL related to the attitude or behavior of a person, either in solitude
or in front of other people. 

compostable
COMPOSTABLE that can be COMPOSTED, produce compost organic fertilizer. 

comprar-tirar-comprar
Buy-throw-buy see FAST FASHION, anti-green irony for doing the contra to the triple R, recycle-reduce-reuse Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be fast fashion

comprometidos
Committed to COMMITTED, participated in the verb COMMIT, COMMIT, assume a responsibility or obligation to a third
party or with himself



computadores
PLURAL COMPUTER or COMPUTER COMPUTERS, electronic machine designed to process information at , high
speed . 

comunicación-storytelling
COMMUNICATION-STORYTELLING See STORYTELLING

comunicador audiovisual
AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATOR profession of journalist specialized in audiovisual media, such as television and
social networks. 

comunicate
COMMUNICATE ( and not communicate ) pronominal form of verb COMUNICAR imperative mode , second singular
person .  Get in touch.

comunicativos
COMMUNICATES plural of COMUNICATIVO person who has easy to talk and transmit information. 

comunidad europea
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY Oolitic-economic community formed after the world war, initially by 6 countries, which after
the abandonment of Great Britain today is made up of 28 countries and has a European Parliament and a European
Bank that give the guidelines that oblige all its member countries. 

comunidades de blogs
BLOG COMMUNITIES semantic aberration by community (is) of bloggers, or people who create and use personal
websites to deliver chronological information to third parties. 

comunitarista
COMMUNITARIAn in favour of membership in the European community

comunícate
COMMUNICATE pronominal form of second person singular of the imperative mode of the verb COMUNICARSE

con apariencia
APPEARANCE Appearance that has one thing, as you see, 2 .  It looks like, it seems to be something, but that deep
down it's not exactly.

con cara de pocos amigo
WITH FACE OF FEW FRIEND spelling error (lack of number correspondence) by FACE OF FEW FRIENDS

con cara de pocos amigos
WITH THE FACE OF FEW FRIENDS Adustamente, grumpy, with gesture of resent



con decisión
WITH DECISION With energy, with determination, without hesitation.

con galantería
WITH GALLANTRY in an attentive and seductive way, with gallantry

con gusto
WITH PLEASURE locution that means with the greatest pleasure, delighted (to do it) 

con los calzones abajo
WITH THE BREECHES DOWN expression that means that (someone) is surrendered, without intention or possibility of
opposing (something) 

con todo el amor
WITH ALL LOVE locution to point out that (something) is done with great appreciation for the other person

con una mano adelante y la otra atrás
WITH ONE HAND FORWARD AND THE OTHER BACK expression that means without a single weight, allegory to be
naked, without having even to dress.  The unusual way is to use it inverted WITH ONE HAND BACK AND ONE HAND
FORWARD

con una mano atrás y otra adelante
WITH ONE HAND BACK AND ANOTHER FORWARD expression that means without a single weight, allegory to be
naked, without having even to dress.  The usual way is to use it inverted WITH ONE HAND FORWARD AND THE
OTHER BACK

con ventaja
WITH ADVANTAGE with the right to have sex. 

conatenación
ATTENTION (and not contact) Concentratedly, carefully,

concatenación
CONCATENATION of the Latin concatenate Chaining , place something in the form of a string, one after the other.

concavo convexa
CONCAVO AND CONVEXO song by Roberto Carlos CONCAVO of Latin with , together and cavus , empty Body that,
from the point of view of the watcher, has more depth in its center than in its contour and periphery.  Little angle less
than the plainonineVEX of Latin with , together and vexus move towards the distance, transport solid body that, from the
point of view of the observer, has its central part closer.  As they move away from the center the distance to the
observer increases.  Angle greater than the plain.

conceder antónimo
GRANT ANTONIMO grant is to grant, assign to a request or position of a third party.  Therefore, the anonymity is to



deny, deny, reject, oppose, refuse ( se), refute

concentracionaria
Concentrator CONCENTRATION, meeting or gasketing, agglomeration. 

concentracionario
CONCENTRATION that causes or produces concentration

concentradísimas
CONCENTRATES f .  concentrate plural Which is very concentrated or extremely concentrated.  Of extreme density or
agglomeration Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be very dense, very accumulated, very crowded

concepción religiosa medieval
MEDIEVAL RELIGIOUS CONCEPTION.  It refers to the Christian belief that man comes into the world to serve Almighty
God and that his actions will be evaluated after death and at the hour of the Last Judgment.  Judaism also has a
punishing God, but in this case religion is at the service of man.  These conceptions led Christianity to a protracted
struggle against the infiels and a slain ideological war against the Jews. and other minorities.  Society was all dominated
and its civilian life controlled by the clergy.

concept car
CONCEPT CAR textually concept car, prototype automobile that incorporates technological improvements and
environmental, safety, comfort, durability and performance proposals up to 5 years before the output of the models to
the market. 

concept store
CONCEPT STORE anglilicism by THEME STORE are shops where art, culture, and fashion are mixed.  It is born from
the need of retailers to compete against online commerce and to, this create this modality of giving the buyer the
pleasure of trying and feeling the experience with the products before buying them.  Authenticity is the key to a concept
store. 

concepto de biostatica
BIOSTATIC 1 .  It stops the growth and proliferation of living organisms.  Use in dentistry 2 Study of the forces and
accelerations that act on living organisms in resting state or in uniform motion and in a straight line. 

concepto de homografos
HOMOGRAPH CONCEPT see HOMÓGRAFO , which is written the same but has different meaning

concepto de lealtad
Loyalty.  Philosophical concept that involves being unconditionally faithful to someone or something, tangible or
intangible.  You can be loyal as the dog with your master, the servant with your patron or lord, but you can also be loyal
to an icon or to a brand like Ferrari or McDonalds.

concepto de noticia politica
CONCEPT OF POLITICAL NEWS .  Political news is the relative or pertenient to politics or politicians.  That is, it is the
one in which issues are dealt with with the administration of the State, or related to the people who participate in the



decisions, whether of the government or civilians.  It is political news that informs about what political leaders do, what
the central government and governorates, mayors, ediles, advisers and civil servants do in relation to their work.  A
symbolism is political motices personal situations of politicians that has an effect on public opinion.  And it's political
news all that has to do with public policies, macroeconomics, national account, public health, education, housing when it
comes to the national, regional or sectoral interest.

concertacionista
CONCERTACIONISTA in Chile: that is in favor of the Concertación, a former political group that gathered from the
Communist Party PC to the Christian Democrat DC p PDC

concessio
CONCESSIO literary figure of group 3 THOUGHT FIGURES, subgroup 3. 7 DIALECTICAL OR ARGUMENTATION
FIGURES, which is used as counterargumentation temporarily accepting an adverse idea, and then point out that she is
wrong. 

conchatumadre
CONCHATUMADRE Vulgarism contraction of CONCHA DE TU MADRE , the most good and insulting doodle that can
be said in Chile.  It refers to the vagina of the mother of the person, who in itself does not seem to say anything, but that
deep down is known to be worse than treating the mother of bitch.

conche
CONCHE Mechanical stirrer that evenly distributes the cocoa butter inside the chocolate, and can act as a particle
"polisher".

conchesumadre
CONCHESUMADRE in Chile : contraction of CONCHA OF YOUR MOTHER, the worst insult that can be edested to
another person.  Shell is a vulgarism by vagina, uterus

concheto
CONCHETO 1 .  In Chile a shell from his mother, the strongest doodle of the Creole lexicon.  2 .  In Argentina he is a
good child, a wealthy family offender or who pretends to be 3.  The Concheto, or Guillermo Alvarez, was the head of an
Argentine band, "the good babies", who murdered for pleasure.

conciudadanos
FELLOW CITIZENS each of the citizens of the same nationality or city with respect to the others and the speaker when
it comes to an oral or written speech. 

concrección
CONCRECATION spelling error by CONCRETION, completement, achievement, achieving concrete

concurridas
BUSY.  f .  pl.  of CONCURRIDO, past participle of the verb CONCURRIR , attend , participate , frequent

condensado de bose einstein
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE in particle physics and thermodynamics: state of matter that forms when a boson gas



(one of the three basic types of elementary particles, along with quarks and leptons) cools near absolute zero (-273. 15
°C or 0 Kelvin).  At such a very low temperature there is almost no movement and the atoms become a unique entity
with quantum properties.  Superfluidity and superconductivity are examples of condensate. 

condensado de bose-einstein
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE close to absolute zero, or zero Kalvin, atoms descend to their minimum energy and
stop moving and have frictional energy.  This causes no energy to dissipate by movement, an essential principle of
superconductors. 

condolencias
CONDOLENCES Participation in the sorrow of others.  To offer condolences or condolences i.e. to say or express in
writing the penalty felt to the deceased's deceased's deceased's deceased' deeds.

condonable
CONDONABLE that a debt can be forgiven, which may be monetary or otherwise such as a prison sentence or a death
sentence (which is commuted to another lesser penalty) 

conducta indeseable
UNDESIRABLE CONDUCT euphemism for the commission of a crime or serious misconduct: She divorced because
her husband had undesirable conduct with the maid. 

conductas
Plural CONDUCT CONDUCT Behavior

conductoras
DRIVERS f .  and pl .  driver, driving (electric current or other fluid) or directing (a company, a country, a television
program, a conference) 

condugimos
CONDUJIMOS ( and not condugimos ) first plural person of the indefinite preterite of the verb DRIVING , handle , direct
, lead , lead

cone
CONE In Chile : National Specialty COncours for physicians .  CON is the nephew of the comic character Condorito

conectores de texto
Text connectors .  They are terms or group of terms that join phrases.  The simplest connectors are the copulative
conjunctions "Y" "E" "ni" "que", such as beach lasa and the residence of the metropolis.  There are comparison
connectors (like ), order connectors (especially ), causality connectors (because of ), exemplification (i.e. namely), time (
today), conditional (unless) , purpose connectors (for the purpose of ), spaced ( ials (front)

conejita
CONEJITA Woman of great sex appeal who works in playboy clubs dressed in a suit with long white ears, white gloves
and a white pom pom in the center of the buttocks.



conetura
CONETURA spelling error by CONJETURA

confesionalización
CONFESSIONALIZATION Action of indoctrinating a religious community in the rite of confession of its sins, repentance,
and reception of penances. 

confianzas
Confidence-building plural CONFIDENCES

configurable
CONFIGURABLE that can be configured, assemble to the mode that interests a user, selecting options of different
alternatives originally available. 

configurador
CONFIGURATOR software that allows you to enter the parameters manually or automatically, customizing an operating
system, microcode, or other computer or application software. 

confinamiento perimetral
PERIMETRAL CONFINEMENT I lock up through a fence that completely surrounds an area

confiscatoriedad
CONFISCATION QUALITY of confiscatory that confiscates or expropriates an asset. 

confrotar
CONFROTAR misspelling by CONFRONTING , confronting , confronting

confusas
CONFUSED f .  and plural of CONFUSED Tangled, Unclear, Complicated

confusiano
CONFUSIANO belonging to Confucio .  2 .  Follower adept at the thought of Confucius, Chinese philosopher 551 to 479
BC.  . 

confutacin
Confutacin spam

congregados
CONGREGATED , plural of CONGREGADO Gathered in a congress or congregation 2.  Belonging to or relative to a
congregation.

congresar
CONGRESAR CONGREGAR Phonetic Deformation .  Gather a set of people or congressmen in a place or congress,



attracting them for a certain purpose. 

conificación
CONIFICATION .  1 .  Be a cylindrical body from which we take the center point of the upper circumference and draw a
rope to a point of the basal edge.  By traversing the entire basal circumference we achieve a cone product of this
cylinder conification process. 2 .  Relative to afforestation.  A conifer planting process 3 .  Transform a body into a
cone4.  Relative to the pastry shop.  Mass conversion into wafers

conjeturado
CONJECTURED past participle of CONJECTURE, making conjectures, hesitant, questioning

conmutatio
CONMUTATIO MECHANICAL FIGURE of the group of ORDER FIGURES that is synonymous with CONMUTATION or
EETRUCANO .  It consists of the investment gives the first sentence to form a second that is the antithesis or contrast of
the first, as in You have to eat to live and not live to eat.

conoces cadaestación de calvario que te espera
It refers to the 12 stations that had to be Jesus with the cross, constituting a true martyrdom and suffering.  It represents
a long and excruciating suffering

conocidísima
WELL KNOWN f .  of well-known, superlative of known

conocidos
KNOWN , plural of KNOWN , Said of a person .  It is known before 2 , Known : that theme is known.   3 .  Verbal form of
the verb know , participle : I/we have known it .

conocidos
KNOWN , plural of KNOWN , Said of a person .  It is known before 2 , Known : that theme is known.   3 .  Verbal form of
the verb know , participle : I/we have known it .

conopodio
CONOPODIO castellanización of the name CONOPODIUM herbaceous plant belonging to the family of the apiaceae.  It
comprises 57 described species, of which only 8 are accepted

conoscente
CONOSCENT Italianism by cognoscent who is able to know

conseguible
GETABLE that can be achieved or obtained

conseguidor
GETTER WHO GETS ( things , RESULTS ) 



conseguidor conseguidora
GETTER GETTER see GETTER

consejero -ra delegado -da
CEO WHO has the dignity of advisor or advisor and also of delegate or representative in whom he delegates. 

consejo municipal
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL It is the corporation of councillors led by the mayor and is in charge of managing the commune.

conseller consellera
CONSELLER in Spain, Valencia region, advisor, leader of the conselleria de Valencia or other Galician community

conseller consellera
CONSELLER , To galicism by counselor, to .  From French, CONSEILLER, counsellor, advise. 

conselleria
CONSELLERIA spelling error by CONSELLERÍA derived from Catalan ( in Catalan does not carry tilde ) by
CONSEJERÍA; establishment where administrative tasks of government are performed. 

consociativa
CONSOCIATIVE , In the form of government that achieve the systems of . unconcilable societies, for religious, ethnic,
linguistic or social reasons, when economic, religious or political elites reach an agreement of power without respecting
most

consociativo
Associative CONSOCIATIVE, prefix with , meeting , cooperation , aggregation , relating to consocitivity

consolidador
CONSOLIDATOR that consolidates, which makes firm, that solidifies.  2 .  In accounting: the new constitution aims to
agglomera, which sums up

consorcial
CONSORCIAL relating to or belonging to a consortium, grouping of entities to carry out large business 2.  Concerning
the union with the company of those who live together, in particular spouses. 

conspiracional
Conspiratorial conspiration, conspiring, joining another (s) against a superior.

conspiranoica
CONSPIRANOIC, who suffers from paranoid pretenation to see conspiracies everywhere and everywhere. 

constante de avogadro
AVOGADRO CONSTANT is the number of elemental entities, call yourself atoms, electrons, ions, molecules, that exist



in a mole. 

constatable
CONSTATABLE that can be verified, checked

constitunacionalista
CONSTITUTIONALIST (lawyer) specialist in what is related to the Constitution of the State. 

construcción-deconstrucción
CONSTRUCTION-DECONSTRUCTION armed-disarmed, erection-destruction, building-demolition

constructabilidad
CONSTRUCTABILITY phonetic deformation of CONSTRUCTIBILITY condition of constructable ( and
non-constructable), which is possible to be constructed or manufactured. 

contado con liqui
COUNTED WITH LIQUI in Argentina: legal operation of purchase of dollars without the restrictions that prevail in the
foreign exchange market, consisting of the purchase and subsequent sale of bonds and shares that are quoted both in
the Argentine market and abroad. 

contador de palabras
WORD COUNTER Machine language routine that counting whites between words to determine how many of them a
paragraph or text has, sometimes to limit the maximum size of them to message writers on partner networks Them.

contados
COUNTED plural participle of the verb COUNT . 

contar infidencias
COUNT INFIDENCIAS Gossip .  Telling someone's personal or secret private things.

contaste
CONTRAST, and not you told, degree of differentiation between two areas of different color.  While they are more
distance, the greater the contrast, Temple which occurs between the white and black

contato
CONTATO spelling error by CONTRACT, by CONTACT or by CASH, past participle of the verb COUNT or cash

contelos
COUNT them (and do not tell them) pronominal form of the undefined preterite third singular person of the verb COUNT

contemporáneos
CONTEMPORARY CONTEMPORARIES .  From the same time, or from the present era.  Miró, Monet and Manet were
contemporary.  The contemporary age began in the early S.  XIX to this day



contenido nodal
NODAL CONTENT in Argentina : a subject is constituted by global sections or contents, which contain sub-themes
related to this subject.  For example, the Pacific War is a nodal content that could encompass the subtopic saltpeter in
the 18th century, origins of conflict, every battle fought, results, consequences over time.  The bone system is a nodal
content that you can have as subtopics.  the parts of the skeleton, the spine, the skull, the limbs, the chest. 

contenidos
PLURAL CONTENT of CONTENT which is part of a literary work 2 .  what is stored (in a container) 

contenidos nodales
NODALES CONTENT in Argentina: plural of NODAL CONTENT

continuum
CONTINUUM from Latin a sequence of facts over time.  1 .  In physics I denote. thus ina to a space that has
homogeneity of properties.  2 .  In computing, a set of applications is called that has a connector that allows portability
and transfer between all of them.  3 .  In England: activist magazine that is an AIDS denier.  4 .  In music, musical
instrument similar to a keyboard, but which does not have keys. 

contouring
CONTOURING anglicism by edging, scalloping.  2 .  Makeup technique that is used to define, sculpt and improve the
face and breasts.  . 

contra intuitivo -va
AGAINST INTUITIVE -VA spelling error by CONTRAINTUITIVO , a

contra la voluntad
AGAINST THE WILL Said of a natural or legal person : Against the desire of this person.  Forced, by another (s) or by
circumstances.

contra quien se han conjurado todas las desdichas
AGAINST WHOM ALL DESDICHAS HAVE BEEN CONJURED The verb conjuring means conspiring, or allying with
someone, in general under oath, for any particular purpose.  Therefore, the expression is a euphemism that points out
that of whom one is spoken has suffered about whether a very varied number of misfortunes, as if they had agreed to
mortify him.  .

contracción anormal de los musculos
ABNORMAL CONTRACTION OF MUSCLES SPELLING ERROR DUE TO ABNORMAL CONTRACTION OF
MUSCLES

contracción anormal de los músculos
ABNORMAL CONTRACTION OF MUSCLES CRAMP, usually caused by lack of vitamin K or excess muscle exercise

contracción muscular
MUSCLE CONTRACTION shrinkage of the musculature.  When it is prolonged or by effect of intense and prolonged
effort it results in cramps and spasms that require massage or stretching.  Also hydration helps. 



contracíclica
CONTRACLIC , To economic policies that a government puts into action to counter negative effects of an economic
cycle. 

contracíclico
COUNTERCYCLICAL with anti-trend character

contraconcierto
COUNTERCONCIERTO event scheduled by Nicolás Maduro on February 22 and 23, 2019 on the border with
Colombia, to counter the concert scheduled on those same dates by musicians and artists from Latin America who
wanted to help the Venezuelan people.  It is, therefore, an event, which tries to oversaon another event with a contrary
political color. 

contraetiquetar
CONTRACT to place the quality assurance label and guarantee seal of the appellation of origin of a wine, called a
counter-label

contragofia
COUNTERGOFIES barbarism by COUNTERGOGRADE, engraved or stamped in counter-relief, where the material
protrudes from the plate.   The Russian sculptor Vladimir Tatlin, the father of modern Russian sculpture designed
abstract relief murals built with metal plates, pieces of wood and glass, wire, which totally release the inputs of their
determined material characteristics taking them through the "collage" to a new functional context

contragolpear
CONTRAGOLPEAR return the attack, verbal, physical or otherwise, as commercial. 

contrainteligemcia
CONTRAINTELIGENCE Counterespionage .  2 .  Organization dedicated to the surveillance of foreign spies on national
territory.  3 .  Action and effect of performing activities against enemy espionage (or enemy potentia)

contraintuitivo
requiring explicit clarification to be understood

contraintuitivo,va
COUNTERINTUITIVE , VA See COUNTERINTUITIVE , which goes in the opposite direction to the intuitive , which
requires analytical thinking

contramayoritaria
CONTRAMAYORITARIA against what most people do

contramayoritario
CONTRAMAYORITARIO that goes against the (opinion or position of the ) majority

contramemoria



Written COUNTER-MEMORY that is presented to international courts in response to the report presented by the
opposing litigant in a legal contest between nations. 

contraprogamación
COUNTERPROGRAMMING realization of a program to counteract that performed by an antagonist. 

contrarevolucionario
CONTRARREVOLUTIONARY (and non-counter-revolutionary) person or principle that opposes revolution.

contrasnob
CONTRASNOB antisnob, against imitating with condition manners, opinions, clothing, language, way of speaking of
distinguished, elite, or higher socially ranking people. 

contrasociedad
COUNTERSOCIEDAD Pierre Lastres, in Society against the State argues that what Western culture calls primitive
societies were and are actually (in the Amazon and other little explored places) societies that have managed without the
concentration of prestige transformed into concentration of power and the corresponding social oppression that this
entails.  Instead, those of us who call ourselves members of an advanced society constitute a counter-society incapable
of managing itself freely, with leaders but no rulers. 

contratos de co-edición
CO-EDIT CONTRACTS .  Refit to contracts entered into or contract between parties that undertake to execute the
editing of video graphic material, such as videos or films, or printed, such as books or folletería, jointly and
participatively.

contravigilancia
COUNTER-SURVEILLANCE surveillance of the guards . 

contravolantear
CINTRAVOLANTEAR VOLANTEAR spreading advertising contrary to that previously made by the competition or
opposition

contribución rápida
QUICK CONTRIBUTION Expression denoting an aid, support, a monetary contribution or in species, which has been
requested or granted on time, due in advance or according to the more or less urgent needs of it.

contribuida
CONTRBUIDA Past female participle of the verb CONTRIBUTE .  Contribute, donate, help, give away.

contrictado
CONTRICATED barbarism by CONTRITO, who feels CONTRITION repentance for having acted in contravention of the
word of God

contrimenos



CONTRIMENOS Contraction of the less, means the less.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the
less, how much

contrincantes
CONTRINCANTES plural of CONTRINCANTE Opposition, opponent, contender .  The one on the opposite side.

contritos
CONTRITOS pl .  of CONTRITE , self-conscious , tucked in , compunged , who feels contrition

control industrial
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL engineering branch that applies state-of-the-art technology to industrial control processes and
is complemented by parallel areas such as data control and monitoring systems, instrumentalization, communication
networks and others. 

control interno
INTERNAL CONTROL control that is carried out within the institution issuing a document within the framework of its
usual operations.  Typically invoices issued by companies have a copy for internal control.

controlada
CONTROLLED 1 .  You're in control, 2.  that is directed or handled.  Said of a person: that it maintains calmness and
serenity

controladamente
CONTROLLED In measured form, with control, measured

controller
CONTROLLER person in charge of overseeing the management of a related department and functions as a nexus
between the directory and the department. 

controversiales
CONTROVERSIAL pl .  of CONTROVERSIAL, which provokes controversies or confrontations

contrólate
CONTROL yourself second-person imperative of the verb CONTROL

conunamanoatrásyotradelante
WITH ONE HAND BACK AND ONE FORWARD in absolute poverty.  He would allege not to have to dress and have to
cover the pubic parts with his hands because for not a sheet of parra is enough for him. 

conurbanización
CONURBANIZATION error by CONURBATION , process in which two urban centers that are close to each other are
integrated by the respective urban expansions. 



convectivas
FEMALE CONVECTIVE, plural of CONVECTIVE, which allows CONVECTION or (thermal) flow from a higher density
medium to a less dense one. 

convencidos
CONVINCED plural of convinced, sure, participle of CONVENCER ( SE ), be sure of something. 

convencimientos
PLURAL CONVINCING CONVENTIONS .  Rare, but possible, find this term in the plural, because we talk about a
concept like health, goodness, height of sight.

conversación frívola
FRIVOLOUS CONVERSATION colloquium without seriousness, of inconsequential character. 

convertidor catalítico
CATATIC CONVERTER internal combustion engine device, gasoline or diesel, which converts the harmful particulate
matter to prevent particles from contaminating beyond the regulations preset by law. 

convertir en realidad
TURN INTO REALITY transform a dream or hope into something true. 

convivial
Convivial.  1 .  Convival , belonging to or relating to the convite . 2 .  Cohabital

convulcante
CONVULCANT see GGLICO sprouting, sprouting .  Free Meaning of Chapter 68 of Rayuela, by Julio Cortázar

cooking class
COOKING CLASS anglilicism, literally cooking class.  Figuratively, he slangs for a very entertaining class, unlike a
sociology class, with overwhelmed studuantes and a very boring teacher. 

cooler
COOLER COOL anglilicism, cold; s.  Portable box with thermal insulation to keep food cool.  2 .  Some air coolers or
heat extractors.  Adj.  Colder

cooperacha
COOPERACHA in Mexico : incorrect form by coperacha .  F.  pop/coloq .  Generally voluntary cooperation for a
particular purpose : 

cooperacion humana
HUMAN COOPERATION spelling error by HUMAN COOPERATION

cooperación humana



HUMAN COOPERATION 1 .  collaboration that provides a more affluent or powerful group to another group that needs
financial, medical, technological or other assistance.  2 .  Support that gives each other 2 or more people, constituting a
human team, which is enhanced as a whole. 

cooperativizar
COOPERATIVIZE 1 .  Develop the ideology and implementation of cooperatives to turn groups of smallholder farmers
into co-operatives in order to achieve economies of scale and improve productivity

cooximetría
COOXIMETRY oximetry measures the amount of oxygen in the blood indirectly, without taking a sample The normal
values of oxygen in the blood are around 95 to 100%, those of oxygen saturation are around 90 or 100.  Below indicates
insufficient oxygen in the blood.  Patients with pneumonia who have values of 93 or less should go to the emergency
room.  The prefix co indicates in company and here would indicate a complement to the direct examination of blood by
extraction. 

coparentalidad
COPARENTABILITY shared parentability, paternality status or shared responsibility of children .

coparticipable
CO-PARTICIPABLE that allows co-participation or shared participation between two or more persons or entities

copernicia
COPERNICIA It is a palm tree typical of the State of Ceará, and is emblematic of it.  It is also called a fan palm tree
because its frogs form a fan of sharp leaves distributed as a fan.  It reaches a height of 10 to 15 meters.

copresentador copresentadora
COPRESENTATOR person who shares the activity of presenter or host of a television, radio or face-to-face event or
program; presentation partner

copy link
COPY LINK anglilicism by COPY and LIGAR is a locution similar to COPY PASTE or copy and paste , but in this case
the operation has differences in the second part of the operation as the same statement will not always be executed. 
The painting of the text to be copied will always be done and in general the url will be clicked

copy paste
COPY PASTE anglilicism by COPY AND PASTED , process that consists of temporarily backing up a digital text, and
then being inserted into another digital document. 

copy-paste
COPY-PASTE anglicism by copying and pasting; Two-stage digital procedure for transferring information: in the first one
the Copy function is used, which marks the area to be copied and saved.  Then the Paste command pastes that
information into another area, reproducing it identically. 

coquiado
COQUIADO of COQUEAR vulgarism derived from the lunfardo in Argentina, and in Bolivia.  See COQUEAR , sucking



acullico

coquimbo
COQUIMBO Region and port city of northern chico of Chile .  Mining port and tourist area for its beaches.

corajudo
CORAJUDO spanish for brave

coralidad
CORALITY Coral quality .  Theatrical or filmic chorality is a process by which an audiovisual product, whether a
theatrical performance, a video or a film, is expressed from its scriptural movements and its iconographic orientations,
magnified by the central motifs proposed in a work of theatrical, cinematographic or videocultural representation. This
type of choral structure is formed through the recording, action, orientation, treatment or theatrical or cinematographic
communication, from the 3 categories of narration: fiction texts, life stories or collected in various sources of daily life or
reality show, the real experience live and live.  . 

corazon segun la biblia
HEART ACCORDING TO THE BIBLIA : there are 47 bible verses that speak about the heart : Above all take care of
your heart because of it mana life. Proverbs 4 : 23 .  In the water the face is reflected, and in the heart the person is
reflected.  Proverbs 27 : 19 . 

corbinita
CORBINITA misspelling by corvinite, cilus gilberti diminutive of CORVINA, of whose species Chile has the best in the
world.  It is prepared fried, grilled, cooked, roasted, buttered or baked.  Abundant in northern Chile

corchetes
Bracket.  Staple.  Metallic element that allows you to put together, without pasting, two or more documents, fabrics,
cardboard, etc.  using a bracket or stapler that is loaded with a string of units, usually glued with each other.

cordon bleu
CORDON BLEU 1 .  From English, and east from French, blue cord, dish of Swiss origin, meat wrapped around cheese
and then breaded and fried.  The beef or crushed pork is wrapped around a ham slice and a cheese slice, then breaded
and baked or fried.  2 .  Food prepared with very high standard and by exempt chefs.  3 .  Graduation that gave France
to members of the highest rank of the Order of the Knights of the Holy Spirit, founded by Henry III in 1578, and who
carried a blue sash.  The expression obviously derives from the similarity of the real sash to the color of the apron of the
chefs, usually blue.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be schnitzel cordon bleu, cord bleu, stepopa

coreos elec tronico
COREOS ELEC TRONICO typing error by EMAIL , digital message that is sent through some message platform on the
internet

cornetto
CORNETTO 1 .  A Renaissance musical instrument resembling a flute or a snake.  It has no relation to the current bugle
2 .  In gastronomy: from the Italian 'horn' and 'cornetto vuoco' horn.  It is made of cone-shaped pastry dough, eggs,
mantequiila, water and sugar.  It can be filled with pastry cream, damask jam or chocolate xrema 3.  Ice cream brand
created by a Neapolitan factory in 1959.  Unilever bought it in 1970 and it is marketed worldwide under the Heartbrand



brand. 

cornivarios
CORNIVARIOS pl .  of CORNIVARIO

coro improvisado
IMPROVISED CHOIR set of people who sing without prior rehearsal

coroba
COROBA type of fruit palm of the same name from which arepa is manufactured in the State of Bolivar in Venezuela.  It
is intended that cornmeal can be replaced from that fruit. 

corocora colorada
COROCORA COLORADA ibis , also called red corocora, scarlet ibis, species of pelecaniform bird (pelican-shaped)
native to the coasts of north South America

corolas
COROLLA PLURAL DECOROLA , set of petals of a flower , whose function , in addition to aesthetics to attract bees
and other inseminating insects , is to protect their reproductive organs . 

coronandolo
CORONANDOLO ortographic error for coronándolo, reflexive form of the gerund CORONANDO from the verb
CORONAR, to crown

corondear
CORONDEAR in Argentina: go to eat strawberries in Coronda, Argentina city in Santa Fe, near Rosario, considered the
National Capital of the Strawberry. 

corpiños
CORPONS plural of CORPO

corporate venturing
CORPORATE VENTURING anglilicism, verbatim corporate adventure, a company that makes a corporation with
another company or corporation to carry out a joint business.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
joint venturing, corporate venture

corpulentos
CORPULENTOS, plural of burly, which has a large body.  Thick, thick.

corralito de las letes
CORRALITO DE LAS LETES blocking the payment of Argentine National Treasury Bills by Mauricio Macri .  The Letes
were pestified at 1, 40 plus CER and also left unavailable. 



corralito en españa
CORRALITO (in Spain) .  A pen is a restriction decreed by a government that consists in blocking citizens' access to
their banking funds, to prevent them from withdrawing their money at the same time, sinking the financial system.  It also
refers to the freezing of deposits in strong currency and the repayment in current currency, devalued, with which
creditors lose their savings, paid at vile price, for the benefit of the State.  .

correctio
CORRECT LITERARY FIGURES are classified into 5 groups : 1 .  DICTION FIGURES 2 .  ORDER FIGURES 3 . 
THOUGHT FIGURES 4 .  FIGURES OF MEANING 5 .  DESCRIPTION FIGURES .  Group 3 of thought figures consists
of 8 subgroups : 3 . 1 Amplification figures3 . 2 Accumulation figures3 . 3 Logical figures3 . 4 Oblique figures3 . 5
Definition figures3 . 6 Dialog Figures or Figures 3 . 7 Dialectical orFigured Figures of Argumentation .  This subgroup
consists of the following Figures 3. 7 . 1 Concessio3 . 7 . 2 Correct3 . 7 . 3 Dubitation3 . 7 . 4 Communicatio3 . 7 . 5
Conciliatio3 . 7 . 6 Distinct or Paradystole 3 . 7 . 7 Simile3 . 7 . 8 Argumentum3 . 7 . 9 Judgment3 . 7 . 10 Parabola3 . 7 .
11 Panegyric 3 . 8 Figures of fiction . The correct figure consists of a correction or correction of something that has just
been said, for something that is contrary to the first expressed.

corredor a fondo
BACKGROUND CORREDOR Grammatical error .  BACKGROUND CORREDOR is the athlete who runs 1000, 5000
10000, half marathon and marathon.  RUNNING TO THE BACKGROUND is driving with the accelerator pedal
thoroughly, but CORREDOR TO BACKGROUND is a barbarism.

corredores
BROKERS pl .  of CORRIDOR 1 .  Business agent who acts as an intermediary of commercial transactions:
stockbroker, property broker.  2 .  Person who walks at a very fast pace, either competing, exercising, running away or in
a hurry.  4 .  Long hallway or gallery of a school, church or house.  5 .  Soldier specialized in carrying messages 6 .  Bird
whose wings are short.  And it can't fly

correita
CORREITA diminutive of CORREA

correiza
CORREIZA PROBABLE CORRETIZA Colloquially , in Mexico : Action and effect of corretear .  Otherwise, CORRECT
said of a knot or loop : you can run or slide easily.

correnti
CORRENTI error by CORRENTINO

correo de las brujas
MAIL OF THE BRUJAS figuratively, a subreptic means or secret of information that cannot be publicly disclosed. 

correquetevás
CORREQUETEVÁS invented words for a jocosa rhyme : you have left us two gossips whose usefulness we do not
know : a broker, with a rattlesnake in front and the other in front (is it for us to emigrate happy as an Easter?)  And a
broker with a underpants and two panties (is that why we already have it on us?)  .  .  .  then, grasped the message,
majesties.  .  . 



correr como un gamo
RUN LIKE A GAMO run very fast , be very fast

correr mano
RUN HAND in Chile : grop a woman, put her hands under her skirt or to touch her breasts. 

correr un rumor
RUN A RUMOR spread or propagate a news that has no certain verification or reliable proof of being true. 

correspondencia inversa
INVERSE CORRESPONDENCE that a greater than A less than B .  If one variable increases, the decrease of the other
corresponds.  If the changes are proportional we say that the values are inversely proportional.  If both increase or both
decrease we speak of directly proportional variables. 

correveydile
correveydile is spellingly incorrect.  The term is correveidile or correvedile.  Refers to a person who likes to gossip

corriente de motor
MOTOR CURRENT electric energy delivered by an electric motor

corroída
CORRODED f .  CORRODED Worn, oxidized, attacked by bacteria, fungi, moisture or corrosive products.

corrompido
CORRUPTION that has been let perverted, corrupted, degraded, flawed.  He acts dishonestly for being bought. 

corrompidos
CORRUPTED plural OF CORROMPIDO that has been let pervert, corrupt, degrade, flaw.  He acts dishonestly for being
bought. 

corsetier
CORSETIER someone who sells, adjusts or manufactures corsettes, sashes or bras

cortar las huinchas
CUTTING THE HUINCHAS in Chile : TO BE CUTTING THE HUICHAS is to be frantic to start something, to be very
anxious.  It's an allegory to the situation where the horses are at the starting point of a country or clandestine race and
are eager to get out.  Usually a tape is put on that is lowered to give the run.  If a horse leaves early it will cut the tape
and be disqualified. 

cortazariana
CORTAZARIANO , A relative to the writer Julio Cortázar, author of Rayuela.

corte



CORTE spanish for CUT, like in hair cut, corte de pelo, spences cut, reducción o corte de gastos. Ser cortado: Action of
being fired. Corte de energía eléctrica. Light cut.

corte cortijo
CORTE CORTIJO as an expression does not make sense and neither are synonymous words.  See CUT and CORTIJO
separately

cortijo
CORTIJO word derived from the low Latin cohorticulum , diminutive of cohors (cohort, but also patio or corral) ; in the
south of Spain: Rustic finca with country house and facilities, such as barns, stables and animal pens.  In Chile: proper
name of a large strip center.  It is a mall with no anchor shops. 

cortina roller
CORTINA ROLLER roller anglicism, which rolls; window curtain that has a necronism that allows it to be rolled and
unwraned easily, even sometimes by means of a remote-controlled motor. 

cosanguíneros
COSANGUONEROS spelling error by blood cells, which have common ancestors .  Relatives

cosas raras
RARE THINGS strange situations, hard-to-explain things

coseca
Cosec a ( and not cosect ) is a trigonometric function, called cosecant , equivalent to the inverse of the sine of an angle :
1/ ( sen a ) .  a is, in fact, alpha, the first letter of the Greek alphabet, with which it is called the angle of a geometric
figure.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions can be 40, sen to 41 , 1

cosecretario
COSECRETARIO Deputy Secretary, a person working together with the incumbent secretary

cosher
COSHER is actually KOSHER, a universal word that means it complies with Jewish rituals and precepts

cosista
COSISTA in Chile : person who does many things. 

cosmecéutica
SCIENCE or technique that treats the repair of the effects of aging, especially on the skin.  The difference with
cosmetics is that these serve to beautify.  Instead, cosmeceuticals have restorative attributes and get closer to a drug. 
For example, products to reduce baldness or to rejuvenate the skin and reduce wrinkles. 

cosmopolitica
COSMOPOLITICS of the Turkish COSMOLOLITIKA Cosmopolitanism Compartment or philosophy of a place, situation,
region by people of different nationalities. 



cosmpolita
COSMPOLITA misspelling by COSMOPOLITA

cosoberanía
Sovereignty shared between two countries. 

cosplay
COSPLAY anglicism, contraction of COSTUME PLAY, costumed performance, actually it is a costume and
representation of the character that symbolizes said clothing.  It may be an idea, for example to disguise itself as a
statue of liberty and represent that concept. 

cosplayer
COSPLAYER contraction of the English words costume costume, tenida and play, representation, performance. 
Cosplayer is, therefore, who, dresses representing a popular character, as could be Saylor Moon, Batman, Wonder
Woman or some princess or queen.

costa brava
COSTA BRAVA In Chile : 1 .  population in Playa Ancha, Valparaiso.  Apartment leasing building in Concón, Viña del
Mar 3.  Restaurants in Santiago and Valparaiso. In Barcelona: Coastal city in Girona, 147 km from Barcelona

costal superior
COSTAL TOP top of the ribs that line the chest area and cuyps muscles expand it. 

costanoan
COSTANOAN spelling error by COSTANOVA or COSTA NOVA, a tourist spot near Aveiro, in Portugal, characteristic for
its colorful houses and its palheiros or houses painted with red, yellow or blue vertical stripes, interspersed with white.  
2 .  Costa Nova, Portugal beach.  3 .  Costa Nova, ceramics, Spanish tableware. 

costeñismos
COSTEASMOS , plural of COSTISMO , Word or language trait typical of the inhabitants of costeños or from it.

costillon
COSTILLON error by RIB, large and lean piece that is roasted or baked

costo-efectiva
Cost-EFFECTIVE femeni or COST-CASH , relationship between price and profit

costo-efectividad
COST-EFFECTIVENESS relationship that is made to determine whether an investment is satisfactory and convenient,
or comparing it to another, whether it is better or worse.  The lower cost and the more effective the investment (not
necessarily in money; it can be in time, for example) is the lower cost and the more effective is the investment (not
necessarily in money; it can be in time, for example).  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be price
performance, cost performance ratio



costo-efectivo
COST-CASH mis translation of PRICE-PERFORMANCE, or PRICE-PERFORMANCE, ratio that determines whether
one investment is better than another.  For example, project1 price 1 , 543MM utility 345MM gives 0 , 2236 or 22 , 36%
project2 price 1 , 654 utility 354 gives 0 , 2140 or 21 , 4% .  Then the first project is the best from an economic point of
view.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions can be price performance, cost result

costosísima
COSTS, A Very expensive, expensive, of a lot of value.

costumbres
Custom. Habit.  Standard.  Use.

costurones
COSTURONES plural of COSTURON sewing made crudely .  In Chile : metal welding that leaves a row with material
filling on the surface of the elements it joins. 

cota de desbordamiento
OVERFLOW COTA Height from sea level at which the water spill occurs.  Reservoirs have the ability to store up to their
overflow level.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be overflow level, saturation level

cotisas
COTISAS spelling error by QUOTES, second person verbal form of the present verb QUOTE, consult the price (of
something) 

cotrao
COTRAO In Colombia, specifically in Bucaramanga : Acronyms of Compañía de Transportes Oriente .

cotrocos
PLURAL COTROCOS OF COTROCO In Argentina piece , portion, part , segment of something .

cottage
COTTAGE 1 .  English word meaning CABIN and is used for villas, cottages, lake, summer.  2 .  English cow's milk
cheese that is framed within fresh, low-fat cheeses, which is around 4-8%.  It has a grainy and creamy texture

couchear
COUCHEAR anglicism derived from COACHING guide, train and this in turn from COACH, coach.  Probably used like
this in Mexico, where spanglish and English verbs are castellanized according to their phonetics. 

coucheo
COUCHEO anglilicism, Spanishization of COACHING, business training to have better leadership and teamwork
capabilities. 

coulant
COULANT dessert consisting of a conical-shaped biscuit that is stuffed with molten chocolate.  In its sophisticated nas



form the dessert smokes by the upper central part, by lk which is gabitually called chocolate volcano It is my favorite
dessert, by far.

coulotte
COULOTTE Galicism by CULOTE .  Until the 19th century it was men's intrrior clothing.  From the twentieth century it is
used indifferently for both sexes : Underwear (panties) or underpants. 

country-blues
COUNTRY-BLUES style of music that comes from the African-American culture of the southern states of the 1920s and
30s, where musicians tour churches, ballrooms, entertainment venues with acoustic music made to voice and guitar.  . 

courier
COURIER anglilicism by a company or person carrying mail, documents or packages for customers 2 .  Company that
carries audible or visual signal in commercial form. 

court
COURT 1 .  Court of Justice 2.  Tennis court

court-sider
COURT-SIDER english COURT rectangular space that is used as a court for some small ball game, such as squash or
tennis.  Also court of justice.  SIDER comes from side, side : it is on the side.  Courtside is at the foot of the track,
pre-date seats.  Courtsider is the one on the side of ka cancha (a seat, one person)

couturier
COUTURIER galicism meaning seamstress, person, sew; dressmaker, tailor who makes feminine garments on her own
or in a haute couture house. 

cover
COVER English word meaning cover, cover girl or pin-up is a magazine cover model.  2 .  In cover music is a song that
is performed by third parties, which is not the original author or performer of a song already released.

covid
covid is the suffix of a type of coronavirus that appeared in China ( Wuhan ) in 2019 the acronym comes from the
compression of coronavirus identity

covidiot
COVIDIOT Term introduced in the American urban language to designate those who mock the recommendations of the
health authority or perform absurd actions such as not consuming Corona brand beer for fear of catching.  The Spanish
equivalent would be covidiota.  One of the biggest covoidiots was a Londoner who, being positive, spat in the face of two
Metro officials on May 3, 2020, who were infected.  One died intubated at 3 days.

covidiota
COVIDIOTA term noted in the United States , COVIDIOT to designate the irresponsible who commit recklessness that
endangers the lives of others; bypass quarantine, ignore social distance, hoard more than necessary, spread fake or
fake news, hold parties and group meetings.



covisionado
COVISIONADO affected by the COVID-19 virus

covivi
COVIVI probable spelling error by CONVIVÍ , past indefinite first person singular of the verb CONVIVIR , living in
intimacy with someone

coyol
COYOL nahuatl COYOLLI meaning palm or rattlesnake.  It is the palm tree Acrocomia Aculeata.  In the Yucatan
Peninsula they call it cocoyol.  I crown in Colombia and mbocayá in Venezuela.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be spiny palm of the antilles, tobago canes, corozco, mbocayá

coyoles
COYOLES , plural of COYOL See coyol

coyolli
COYOLLI in Mexico : from nahuatl 1 . hook 2 .  rattlesnake.  ( 1580 ) 3 .  Fruit of the size and figure of a walnut, bearing
a spiny palm (2004, Wimmer) 4.  Peg ( 1780 ) 

código qr
QR CODE three-dimensional barcode, which has been universalized and consists of a square consisting of an array of
dots. 

cónfilo
CONFILO spelling error by ODDLO, from Latin kondylos, node, articulation node

cónvexo
CONVEXO , (and not CONVEX ) Element that has the curved surface, with its center at the shortest distance from the
observer than the rest of the surface.

cónyuge sobreviviente
SURVIVING SPOUSE .  Marriage saying: person who is still alive after the death of his partner

cónyuges
PLURAL SPOUSES of CÓNYUGE, husband or wife of a marriage. 

cónyuges
PLURAL SPOUSES of CÓNYUGE, husband or wife of a marriage. 

crabo
CRABO fighting/ice-type Pokémon introduced in the ninth generation.  Its name comes from the English
CRABOMINABLE, in turn from CRAB, crab, because of its resemblance to a crab with skin. 



crackear
CRACKEAR separate the different petroleum-derived fuels in a refinery; perform cracking or separation of crude oil

cranberry
CRANBERRY name in Cranberry English, small dark red or blue fruit that grows in the form of a perennial dwarf shrub,
which is eaten naturally and used to make jam and medicinally against pains and discomfort when urinating. 

crapulosos
CRAPULOSOS plural of crapuloso, licentious life

crash financiero
CRASH FINANCIAL CRASH anglilicism, breakage, breakage; debacle of the economic system (from one country or the
world) 

crashgate
CRASHGATE since the WATERGATE scandal in Washington during the tenure of Richard Nixon, in 1972, it is
customary to put the suffix GATE as a synonym for great scandal.  Thus, in Chile the Farmagate was the
pharmaceutical collusion of prices, the papergate was the collusion for the toilet paper.  In 2008 the Renault team
Nelson Piquete accused of having been ordered to cause a crash during the Singapore F1 race, in order to benefit his
teammate Fernando Alonso. 

crasia
CRASIA suffix of the Greek krasis, meaning MIX, TEMPERAMENT.  blood dysrasia

crazy
CrRAZY crazy, crazy, insane but also has positive connotations like great, extraordinary

creadores del caos
CHAOS CREATORS 1 .  In Greek mythology, chaos is the origin, the primal state of matter, from which gods and
elementary forces are formed.  And from there you create everything else.  Therefore this judgment does not make
sense in this context.  2 .  In the human sense chaos is a state of absolute disorder and disaster or, at least, of epic
dimensions.  The agents who produce it, whether vandalos, criminals, communists, anarchists or the forces of nature,
would in such case be the CREATORS OF CAOS.

credenza
CREDENZA anglicism by desk that has a sliding wooden curtain that describes a circle room to close or open the table. 
In Spanish it is used with s , credensa .  2 .  Small piece of furniture to put religious objects near the altar. 

crema-espuma
CREAM-ESPUMA substance that can be called cream or foam indifferently as is the case of shaving cream

cresta cercenada
CERCENADA CREST REFERS TO THE CREST OF THE ROOSTER OR OTHER BIRD HAVING BEEN AMPUTATED



crew
English CREW, crew of a ship, which has been extended to that corresponding to a commercial aircraft.

criadillas
CRIADILLAS in gastronomy: gonads of beef or lamb. 

crimen informático
COMPUTER CRIME crime committed through computer networks or using any computational resource, whether
hardware or software

crimen organizado
ORGANIZED CRIME tell you about organizations with hierarchical structure and systems for planning, controlling and
commissioning crimes that are permanent over time. 

crines sinonimo
CRINES plural of CRIN horse tail hair (zebras and other animals) and top of neck.  See CRIN

criose
CRIOSE reflexive form of the verb CRIAR preterite indefinite third singular person

criovolcán
CRIOVOLCÁN of cryo- , cold .  Extraterrestrial volcano of ice and water.  They work similarly to terrestrial volcanoes
because their basic structure is the same

criptoactivo
CRIPTOACTIVO is a financial asset based on a cryptocurrency or similar.  They can be investments that provide future
values, or provide security, or even anonymity. 

criptodivisa
CRIPTODIVISA virtual currency that is used in social networks to make business transactions. 

criptogenico
CRITOGENICO spelling error by CRIPTOGÉNICO

criptogénico
CRYPTOGENIC in medicine: can be defined, in layman terms, as a non-diagnosis.  That is, when we talk about a
cryptogenic stroke or a cryptogenic stroke we are referring to a lesion of unknown etiology.  The advancement of
medical technology has allowed these cases to be reduced more and more every day and that specific treatments can
be given much more effective than generalized methods. 

criptogobierno
CRIPTOGOBIERNO government that acts in the most complete darkness, in parallel with democratic government. 



criptonita
CRYPTONITE fictional mineral invented by Marvel for the Superman series.  In reality, it is about remains of the planet
Kripton, from which Superman is originally, and which are mortal to him, so the villains always try to approach him a
piece to weaken him and eventually, kill him.  Superman's father Jor-El put him in a space capsule moments before the
planet's collapse, which brought him to Earth, being found in the field and adopted by the Kent couple.  Therefore, the
correct thing is to write it Kryptonite, with K. 

crisalidad
CRISALITY condition of CRISAIDs, condition of an insect between the state of larva and the adult state.  It is, therefore,
an allegory to point out a state of adolescence or puberty.

crisalido
EUphemism to appoint a boy who is in the pre-adult state.  Immature.

crisalina
CRISALINA spelling error by CRISTALINA that is transparent as glass

crisar
CRISAR In Chile barbarism by Trizar (and also clizar) so talk people without education

crisálido
CRISALIDO Barbarism derived from CRISAIDA .  Pre-adult status in the metamorphosis of an insect, and after that of
larva.  An attempt is made to apply to the boy or young man who has not reached a degree of maturity to be considered
an adult.  Contemptuously, Childish.

cristalomancia
CRYSTALLOMANCY reading a person's destiny based on looking at a reflective surface such as the crystal ball or
another clear object. 

cristhian
CHRISTIAN English word meaning Christian, follower of the Christian faith

cristinismo
CRISTINISMO in Argentina: doctrine and politics fostered by former President Cristina Fernández

cristopher
Christopher Saxon or English name derived from CHRISTÓPHOROS, bearer of Christ, or the bearer of Christ. 

crizar
CRIZAR in Chile : phonetic deformation by TRIZAR, very common until the 50s, especially among illiterate people.  I am
surprised to see this spelling again, perhaps only audible in some peasant villages of the mountain skirts.  I am inclined
to think of a spelling error by CROSS, because the U and I are adjacent letters on the qwerty keyboard. 

críticas



Plural CRITICAL CRITICAL Comments (about a subject or a person).  When it comes to art, it involves a neutral
connotation, that is, it can be both positive and negative.  But when it comes to people or institutions it tends to be
almost always negative, having let down expectations.

croc-croc
CROC CROC 1 .  Children's song by Luna de Morais, onomatopoeia of the sound enyted by frogs and toads.  2 . 
Sharpening mark

crocantez
CROCANTEZ Condition of crisp or crunchy of a food .  It has the ability to creak, sound when you chew it.

cromaticidad
CHROMATICITY specification of color quality, color graduation.  There is a theory that distinguishes 3 dimensions of
color, one of chromaticity and two of luminance

cronología real
REAL CRONOLOGIA Sequence of events that occurred historically, as opposed to a VIRTUAL CHRONOLOGY or OR
FICTION HISTORY, in which the real story is separated at a point from the real and one or more point facts result in an
imaginary chronology or pseudohistory.

crononutricion
CHRONONUTRICION spelling error by CRONONUTRICIÓN Dr. Alain Delabos began to study in 1986 the relationship
of nutrition with respect to schedules.  This philosophy suggests feeding following our biological clocks under the idea
that food has different effects on the body depending on the time of intake.  Chrononutrition is the study of the effect of
food on our circadian system.  That is, it studies the effects of intake on the secretion of hormones related to hunger,
satiety, sleep, wakefulness and glucose tolerance. 

crononutrición
CRONONUTRITION study of the effect that our diet produces on the CIRCADIANO system, i.e. hormones related to
hunger and other aspects, and their impact on human health. 

cronopatía
CHRONOPATHY 1 .  From the Greek god of time, Chronos and pathos, disease.  Obsession with not wasting a minute
of time on anything. 

cropped top
CROPPED TOP trimmed without strips showing the navel and has cuts on one or both shoulders, or on other areas of
the chest. 

cross-border
CROSS-BORDER across the border expression of ecommerce to represent sales made online to countries other than
that of the offerer.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be cbx, cross border express

cross-dressing
CROSS-DRESSING anglilicism by DRESS CROSS, that is, in clothing of the sex contrary to one's own. 



cross-play
CROSS-PLAY (or cross play), cross play, anglicism to describe in a video game the ability for players to be confronted
even if they are using different platforms, such as PCs, tablets, android or Apple cell phones, or ad hoc consoles. 

crossbow
CROSSBOW English word : Crossbow .

crossoverizar
CROSSOVERIZE 1 .  Perform a break in basketball.  2 .  In music : make a mix of classical music with popul3ar music. 
3 .  In music : Combine elements from different source or expression 4 .  In fiction: interaction between two or more
characters, environments, universes or fictional media that meet each other. 

crowdfunding
CROWDFUNDING of the English CROWD crowd and FUNDING, fundraising, financing.  It is a type of collaborative
funding, in which many people contribute money for a specific project or cause.  There are three types: donation, loan
and investment and reward, 

crowdworker
CROWDWORKER anglicism derived from the contraction of CROWD , crowd and WORKER , worker; community
worker or a sizable group of people who performs an open and distributed collaboration of tasks (which were originally
performed by employees or contractors). 

crowfunding
CROWFUNDING literally means crow funds or foundation.  crowdfunding error

croxos
CROXOS character of the video game World of Warcraft, nicknamed the king killer. 

cruceros
CRUISES pl .  CRUISE

crudito
CRUDITO 1 .  Crude Diminutive 2 .  Figured out it's new.

cruelty free
CRUELTY FREE cruelty-free.  Movement that refers to the struggle because there are no experiments with animals that
can cause them pain, damage or worse, death.  Animal anticruelity.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be cruelty free followers, animal anticrulity

crujibilidad
CRUNCHINESS ability or ability to crunch

crunchi crunchi
Crunchy crunchy Chain of Australian fast food stores.  Crunchy means crunchy in English.



crushing
CRUSHING English word that in slang means that someone is doing their job particularly well, managing to achieve all
their goals.  It has a very positive connotation, contrary to the formal meaning, which is tar producing destruction at a
level of causing damage.  The noun Crush in its colloquial sense, means a deep and instant sexual attraction to another
person, which, if prolonged in time can become love, but which at the moment could be considered warmth, lust.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be sexual attraction, succeed, succeed, succeed

cruyfismo
CRUYFISMO and better, CRUIFFISMO worship to everything done or related to the Dutch player Johan Cruyff, who
won the golden vorín in 1971, 1973 and 1974. 

cruzar animales
CROSS ANIMALS.  Have a male ride a female so that she gets pregnant and has offspring.

csm
Cms is used colloquially, especially in Chile, as an abbreviation for "her mother's shell" or "shell her mother" insult highly
insulting and offensive

csrbonero
CARBONERO and not csrboner 1 .  Relative to coal 2 .  Person who manufactures or sells coal 3 .  sellicosa person,
who incites hatred

ctedra
ctedra

cuadripléjica
FEMALE QUADRIPL-JICA of CUADRIPL-JICO, which suffers FROM CUADRIPLEJIA or TETRAPLEJIA, paralysis of
both arms and both legs, usually caused by neurological damage at the height of the cervical vertebrae. 

cuadripléjico
PARAPLEJIA QUADRIPLEgic that affects both upper and lower members.  A condition to the spinal cord that prevents
the movement of legs and arms.  In Chile and other countries CUADRAPL-JICO is used, but in Spain and others only
TETRAO-JICO or [E[CUADRIPL-JICO and its related terms, such as CUADRIPLEJIA , QUADRIPLEJIA

cuadriunvirato
CUADRIUNVIRATO group of 4 people who simultaneously govern or lead

cuadro comparativo
Comparative table .  Graphical representation either in the form of a figure or strokes, either in the form of a table of two
or more input variables, where the visualization of the behavior of two or more related variables is allowed

cuajarón apelotonamiento
CUAJARON Blood or other liquid that has curdled .  Small mass of clotted blood.



cualquiercosismo
ANYCOSISM Action and effect of nouneing someone or something Action to look at in less a person or what they do.

cualquierismo
ANYISM way of working in which any citizen is essential to make a change in society. 

cuanclito
CUANCLITO This has been one of the best riddles that have been presented in the dictionary, and that has touched me
to decipher .  In Colombia, a children's entertainment magazine was published in 1936.  This one had the name
CHANCHITO, and its header was made with a typography of letters that combined very thick strokes with very thin.  The
letter H, in particular, had the left part very thick and the right very thin.  Instead of being crossed to the center, the
joining line went almost to the bottom edge, assembling almost a U letter.  When read, therefore, it could be confused
with the U or with the LI combination, which is the case here, reading CUANCLITO instead of CHANCHITO. 

cuanterones
Cuarterron plural QUAARTERONES .  See quartet if that's what you want to know.

cuantil
HOW IN Position Index Statistics, a subject's relative position with respect to its reference group, within the frequency
distribution of the variable.  The universe is divided into equal numbers of parts with respect to the number of
observations.  Position or quantity measurements are percentiles, quintiles, quartiles and deciles.

cuanto menos
HOW MUCH LESS adverbial aquetion that means the less

cuarenpena
CUARENPENA Quarantine shrinkage and penalty .  It is the feeling of sorrow produced by the obligation to be locked up
without being able to see another person.

cuarentenarse
CUARENTENARSE lock yourself in the house to comply with the regulations of quarantine, which in the middle ages
was 40 days. 

cuarta edad
FOURTH AGE age age group over 80 years old, threshold of change. 

cuarterón
CUARTERON In Chile piece of dried slime that has been quartered, broken into skies, by the action of the sun after it
has been moistened by rainy waters or a torrent.

cuartipartito
CUARTIPARTITO spread out among four

cuasimonopólica



CUASIMONOPLIC see QUASIMONOPLIC , is close to constituting a business that controls the entire product market. 

cuasimonopólico
CUASIMONOPÓLICO which is close to being monopoly, which is not a perfect monopoly, which is not the only
company in the area, but is close. 

cuatacha
CUATACHO , A cuate , hand , brother in Mexico : close friend, companion of parrandas and fun

cuatico
CUTIC (and not CUATICO) extravagant, ridiculous, but also extraordinary, special, that goes outside the norm.  Cool

cuatriunvirato
CUATRIUNVIRATO Spelling Error .  The correct word is QUADUNVIRATE set of 4 people who run a government or
agency simultaneously. 

cuatro narices
FOUR NOSES Bothrops asper venomous crotalin snake from southern North America, Central America and northern
South America. 

cubiertas
COVERS , plural of COVER , Surface that serves to cover something : cover of a kitchen furniture.  2 .  Top and exterior
covering the facade of a building 3.  Paper lining, plastic or other material covering a notebook or book 4.  Thick wrap
made of rubber reinforced with other materials and that covers and protects the air chamber on the wheel of a car.   5 . 
Floor or floor of a boat.

cubrecuellos
COVERCUELLOS garment consisting of a semi-cylindrical elastic fabric that is inserted by the head and adapts to the
chin and neck

cubreprenda
COVER A bag to store and protect clothes from dust and moths.  Sometimes he brings a vertical zipper to the center. 

cuchara española
SPANISH SPOON Spoons are effective fishing lures in each season.  They serve to catch fish that feed on other fish. 
The Spanish spoon is a type of lure. 

cucharista
SPOONER 1 .  It makes good use of the spoon, either for cooking or for serving.  2 .  Specialist in cutlery who is
dedicated to designing or making spoons. 

cuchiplanchar
CUCHIPLANCHAR In Guatemala, Mexico and Peru have sex, fornicate, throw



cuchufleta
( METER THE )  CUCHUFLETA In Chile, ardid, deceit, lie.  Putting the CUCHUFLETA in is cheating, cheating.

cuckcake
CUCKCAKE dominance that is allowed by a wife, they cuckquean her, who has sex with her husband. 

cuckold
CUCKOLD anglilicism of CUCKOLDING tuck the horns, similar to cuckold, but with the additive you like to see your
partner intimate with other men or women while watching. 

cuckolding
CUCKOLDING anglicism derived from cuckold, male who likes to see his partner have sex with other men.  Action to
witness such an act .  Q

cuckquean
CUCKQUEAN female urban anglicism, from old English cwene, queen, equivalent to cuckold, but to designate the
woman who likes to see her husband being unfaithful to him.  The wife is usually eager to participate in the act between
her husband and another wife, and even agree to be sexually humiliated by her husband and partner. 

cuea
CUEA In Chile cave vulgarism, with the sense of luck, slit, good fortune.   Own of foul-mouthed people, with little
education.

cuecuecha
CUECUECHA Mexican surname, of Nahua origin, of uncertain meaning.  About 20 cases have been detected as first
names and a couple of surnames in the United States. 

cuellera
CUELLERA clothing to cover the neck and protect it from the cold

cuello claudine
CLAUDINE neck fashionable in 2021, whose name derives from the Peter Pan neck dress, flat design with rounded tips,
worn by Maude Adams in her role as Peter Pan in 1905, although similar styles had been used previously. 

cuello collerón
NECK COLLERÓN typing error .  It was missing to separate both almost synonymous terms by a comma.  See
COLLERÓN or what Claudia explained earlier. 

cuenato cuesta
CUENATO COSTS spelling error FOR HOW MUCH COST? What is the value of .  .  .

cuenca maritima
MARINIC BASIN Depression at the bottom of the sea to where the sea currents flow.



cuencos
CUENCOS plural de CUENCO

cuenta puente
BUTTON ACCOUNT in an accounting system, an intermediate accounting account where a temporary entry is made
while the final account is available or canceled with a offset.

cuenta pública
PUBLIC ACCOUNT management report presented by the President of the Republic to the National Congress and
Citizenship once a year. 

cuento infantiles cortos el libro de la selva
SHORT CHILDREN'S STORIES : THE JUNGLE BOOK.  It is a short story written by the poet Rudyard Kipling, a
Mumbai-born British man, who was the first in his country to be awarded the Nobel Prize, in 1909.  He also published
Kim, another story that occurs in India about a child trained for espionage, (hence ssle the observation game Kim,
practiced by the Boy Scouts).  Mowgli is his main character, a replica of Tarzan but young, In fact, Tarzan of the
monkeys is the replica of Mowli in adult, for both are able, in the jungle, to converse and send the snimales, of whom
they are friends, as Baghera the leopard, Kaa the snake, Shere Kahn the tiger, Akela the wolf, Baloo the bear , Tabaki
and Raksha.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be mowgli, the book of the jungle

cuerno de toro
CUERNO DE TORO person to whom one is unfaithful.  Its origin is uncertain, but it would originate in the last to know is
the affected one and that the bull is the only one that cannot see its own horns.  I have the theory that the origin is
Viking, whose warriors were maritime and took months to travel the Baltic and other distant seas and used bull horns as
part of their clothing.  It is possible and probable that their wives had forbidden love affairs in the meantime and were
considered cuckolds.

cuerno o corno
Corno hollow, wind musical instrument in the form of a bull Horn, which had a sound like a horn. On the other hand,
Horn has multiple meanings in addition to the corno, saying relationship with the horns of bulls, goats, elk, deer and
other horned animals.

cuero de chancho
CHANCHO LEATHER in Chile : as an allegory to hardness and resistance, it is called to those who are immune to
critics or situations that compromise it. 

cuerplare
CUERPLARE or CUPLARE Romanian word meaning coupling, intercourse

cuevas
CUEVA plural CAVES

cuénteselo
CUNTES IT reflexively forms (it as suffix) and pronominal (whatever suffix) of the second person (you, tacit )
imperatively (imposes, gives an order) of the verb COUNT, say, narrate, report, report



cuéntica
CUÉNTICA Business control tool developed in Spain by Digital Business Ecosystems, which allows any freelancer,
professional or company, to make the invoices of their customers, record all their expenses and keep up to date all their
collections and payments, without the need for a dedicated accountant. 

cuéntico
DIMINUTIVE STORYTELLING. "Bóbico Cuéntico para una nénica aburrídica" is a poem by the poet Elsa Isabel
Bornemann to improve the vocalization of children.  Changing position accents into simple, short verses, especially if
they're fun, appeals a lot to children and they find it easy to learn.

cuhines
CUHINES 1 .  Phonetic deformation of cushion 2 of the surname formula CUHIN 3 .  From Palau Cuhin Island in Riau
Islands Province, in Sumatra, Indonesia, known as Cuhin or Cuhin Island in English

cuidada
CARED FOR f .  CARE, guarded, protected, attended

cuidadosos
CAREFUL pl .  of CAREFUL, cautious, meticulous, who is careful and concentrates on doing things delicately, avoiding
failure or mistake. 

cuidense
TAKE CARE OF spelling error by CUDENSE . 

cuja
CUJA in Chile : vulgarism p .  used: chucha, vulva, vagina

culaso
CULAZO (and not CULASO) dramatic or gross mistake Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be big
mistake, big error

cule
CULE misspelling by CULÉ , relative or belonging to Barcelona F . C.  , in particular his fans . 

culeada
CULEADA Said of a person : derogatory , an insult : Old culeada .  He kicked me out of the pension because I owed him
only 4 months.  2 .  Person who has been fornicated.  Act of fornication : An anthology was commanded.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be first completed at age 20

culeadero
CULEADERO place where sexual activities are practiced profusely.  Brothel, lupanar

culiable
CULIABLE that is worthy of being fornicated.  Figuratively, woman who is very good, sexually speaking.



culiada
CULIADA f .  of CULIADO , which has been fornicated .  It is used figuratively to dene a person who hates himself and
says nothing about his sexuality. 

culiadero
CULIADERO place where sex is usual.  2 .  House of prostitution

culiao
CULIAO phonetic deformation of culling vulgarism, which has been penetrated by the anus.  Colloquially, an insult of
contempt and not an assertion that the labeled person is homosexual. 

culiau
CULIAU in Cordoba, Argentina : idiom, phonetic deformation of culiao, culado or culiado that is used with a sexual
connotation of insult, but sometimes also as praise, depending on the context. 

culista
CULISTA Slang for PROCTOLOGIST .  Could be a spelling mistake by OCULISTA

cultilocuente
CULTILOCUENCE .  Faculty of speaking or writing effectively to delight, move or persuade, regarding cultural topics
such as art, painting, sculpture, literature, philosophy or universal history.

cultivo de guachocote
GUACHOCOTE CULTIVE See GUACHOCOTE Tree originating in Mexico, which bears fruits in the form of clusters like
cherries, but of a central consistency like apples.

cultos
CULTS , plural of CULTO 1 .  said of a person : What has a high cultural level : To please the vulgo is to surrender to a
harmful taste, it is to abdicate of one's cultural superiority (Judgment , Palaces , 260 ) 2 .  Tribute or religious respect
provided to something or someone Cult movies, cult rock, religious cult.

cultura tecnologica
TECHNOLOGICAL CULTURE spelling error by TECHNOLOGICAL CULTURE, developed knowledge and management
of advanced technology. 

cultura tecnológica
TECHNOLOGICAL CULTURE education and knowledge regarding technology 2 .  Degree of knowledge of technology
in general. 

cultura transmisibilidad
SPAM TRANSMISSIBILITY CULTURE

culturicidio
CULTURICIDIO of culture and Latin root cid that is formed by apophony of the word caedere (kill , cut).  In good



accounts, it means, euphemistically perhaps, to kill culture.  Finish it.

culturizador
CULTURIZER that grants culture

cumbiar
CUMBIAR dance the CUMBIA, dance typical of Colombia and Panama (formerly part of Colombia), which is
characterized by the dancers carrying a candle in their hand.

cumbres
SUMMITS pl .  of SUMMIT , summit , highest ounto

cumpi
CUMPI in Peru: cumpita, unnamed person who does not want to name in the conversation abbreviated companion,
cumpa.  in Argentina kumpa is the kirchnerista companion.  In Chile, cumpa is the abbreviation of compadre, nickname
given to the friend even without having that family relationship

cumplemés
MEETS date when you are celebrating by completing a (new ) month of some important event, such as courtship start,
birth of a child, etc.

cumplidores
COMPLIMENTS pl .  of COMPLIANT , Which fulfills , which is of word 2 .  Compliant: complies with traffic ordinances

cuneteado
CUNETEADO in Chile : Said of one person : 1 .  drunk, drunk, cured, in a state of intemperance 2.  Said of a vehicle :
Attached to ditch 3 .  Said of a kiss : Between the cheek and the lips.  Demonstration of sexual attraction, running
ground.  Allegory for getting off the track towards the gutter. 

cuociente de encefalización
ENCEPHALIZATION RATIO Approximate estimate of the intelligence of an animal.  It is the quotient between the mass
of the brain and what you would expect to find in a typical animal of the same dimensions. 

cuotaparte
CUOTAPARTE part of an investment fund that is acquired by investing capital in that fund.  This is the relationship
between the amount invested and the value of the share share

cuotapartista
PARTICIPATION INVESTOR, person or institution participating in a common investment fund, whose monetary units, in
pesos or dollars, are the shares. 

cupero
CUPERO in Spain : members of the CUP , Candidacies of Unitat Popular , a word chosen as the most representative of
the Catalan language in 2015, according to the votes received from the públick in the public broadcasters of the



Generalitat. 

cuplar
CUPLAR crinch a CUPLA between two tubes by connecting them externally with each other. 

cuponera
CUPONERA series of armed coupons in the form of a chequebook, usually foliated, to be used in the same objective,
such as being payment of consumption of restaurants, tickets to the cinema, stadium or other events, sale of raffle
tickets, and others.

cupula aparato genital femenino
CUPULA FEMALE GENITAL TRACT this entry I attended in the year 2020 and considered it, I think, a spelling error so I
made the consultant refer to DOME OF THE FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM.  The preposition of the I add now by
necessity to use the language well.  The dome of the vagina can suffer a prolapse if it loses its normal shape and
descends or falls into or out of the vagina.  It can occur alone or accompanied by prolapse of another organ such as
bladder (cystocele), urethra (urethrocele), rectum (rectocele) or small intestine (enterocele) 

curados
CURADO Plural CURINGS 1 .  Drunk, drunk 2 participle past from the verb SANAR 3.  Ground glass coated yarn used
to encumbrate volantines.  4 .  Tanning or waterproofing process, e.g. pipes and horns.

curao
CURAO Vulgarism.  Contraction of the word CURADO Bebido, drunk

curator
Anglicism CURATOR, an English word meaning CURADOR, person of the art world who is in charge of a pinacoteca,
museum or skmilar.  2 .  In the judicial environment, a person appointed to supplement or supplement the limited
capacities of another person(s). 

curatoría
CURATORSHIP function, position or position of CURATOR, person in charge of an art gallery, of organizing exhibitions
of paintings, of managing an art collection

curcumina
CURCUMIN natural dye from turmeric, spice obtained from the rhizome of the same plant.  It has antioxidant and
anti-inflammatory properties so it is used medicinally in cases of arthritis, high osteoarthritis cholesterol and other
inflammatory diseases. 

curga
CURGA likely curDA error

curriculum vitae datos
CURRICULUM VITAE of Latin curriculum vitae, career (of life) Professional history of a person.  The document
describing someone's history, skills and other personal background.



currículum vitae
CURRICULUM VITAE Resume, a person's record

cursilerías
CURSILERIAS plural of CURSILERIA, chabacanería, cursi thing, cursi quality.  It pretends to be elegant, but it doesn't
work out for you. 

curuchupa
CURUCHUPA in Ecuador : double standard person, who holds his religiosity, but who acts in discord. 

customizable
CUSTOMIZABLE anglilicism from the verb TO CUSTOMIZE , adapt to the needs of the client.  In computing:
parameterize an application according to the needs of the user

cusumbo
CUSUMBO nasua , omnivorous animal coatí that inhabits from North America to Argentina.  It is a social animal and
forms groups of up to 50 individuals.  It is arboreal and feeds on insects up to vertebrates as well as fruits and
vegetables.  Sometimes he eats eggs of other species.  It is an invasive animal and in Spain its internment is absolutely
prohibited and less its commercialization because it threatens the local fauna. 

cut a deal
CUT A DEAL literally cut a deal , but is used in the sense of closing a deal

cut and dry
CUT AND DRY verbatim, cut and dry, but actually it is a slang expression by CLEAR AND SIMPLE.  Some synonyms,
words, or similar expressions may be obvious

cutrevídeos
CUTREVIDEOS , plural of CUTRE-DEDEO of cutre, poor quality, low steppe, penca and video film, Poor quality film,
made in cheap, careless form,

cuxala
CUXALA Spelling Error by CÚCALA .  The X key is immediately to the left of the C key on the QWERTY.   Song by
Celia Cruz on her album A Night of Saisa.  CÚCALA is a third unique person of the imperative mode of the verb CUCAR
in Mexico , Salamanca (Spain), Salvador and Honduras , is to provoke a person or animal for fun.  2 .  Wink 3.  Warn
another hunter of the proximity of a dam.  4 .  Run the cattle through the bit of bass. 

cuyuyas o gualís
CUYUYAS in El Salvador : bud of the national plant of El Salvador, the izote or itabo .  2 .  Species of pava, bird similar
to a pigeon, also called [DCUYAYA 3 .  House in the province of Ayabaca-Piura, Peru.  4 .  In Ecuador : reflective signal
that is placed on the visors to guide the night driver 5 .  Tropical American coleopter insect of about 2 to 3 cms.  long.  In
Colombia : GUALO or CHIGUALO is a funeral ceremony that replaces the novenas, in which for one day, a deceased
child under 7 years old is fired in Esmeraldas and the Pacific of Colombia where rounds, sing and tell children's stories. 
Custom dd African origin. 



cuzcar
CUZCAR in Mexico : prostituted covertly, disguised.  Also cuscar. 

cuzcurrita
CUZCURRITA Places in Spain .  1 .  Cuzcurrita de Rio Tejón, municipality of the community of La Rioja, has the Castillo
de Cuzcurrita winery, which produces the Señorío de Cuzcurrita wine.  2 .  Juarros in Ibeas de Juarros, in the
community of Castile and León 3.  Cuzcurrita de Aranda, in Burgos, a place that at one point became unpopulated when
the landowner sold. 

cúpreo
CUPREO relative to copper, characteristics typical of copper

cúpula del aparato genital femenino
Sometimes the dome or upper part of the vagina loses its normal shape and descends or falls into the vagina or out of it.
 May occur alone or accompanied by prolapse of the bladder (cystocele), urethra (urethrocele), rectum (rectocele), or
small intestine (enterocele). 

cvc
CVC 1 .  Card Verification Code .  The card verification code is an additional code printed on your debit or credit card. 
On most cards (Visa, MasterCard, bank cards, etc.  ) corresponds to the last three digits of the number printed in the
space reserved for signature on the back of the card. 2 .   Central Venous Catheters, in English.  Central venous
catheters are also called central venous access devices or central lines.  They are used to administer medicines, blood
products, nutrients or fluids directly into the blood.

cxhaquiña
CXHAQUIÑA SPAM

cyberbullying
CYBERBULLYING harassing, insistently assaulting someone through social media

cyberbullyng
CYBERBULLING Scathing, evil, violent, very aggressive harassment, BULLYING made through social networks,
denigrating and destroying a person's self-esteem, sometimes of such intensity that it ends up committing suicide.

cyberday
CYBERDAY sales day with great discounts and offers over the Internet.  Sometimes it extends for up to 3 days and
more. 

cyborgfeminismo
CYBORGFEMINISMO in 1983 Donna Haraway wrote an essay called The Cyborg Manifesto, a satire of essentialist
feminism and a rereading of different ideological currents, such as existencyslism and Marxism.  The manifesto was first
published in 1985

da crédito
give credit is 1.  believe that what you mean is true 2.  Accept to receive deferred payments over time for a borrowed



capital or for a product being sold.

daados
DAADOS Spelling error by DADO , 6-sided cube, usually for gambling.  2 .  Interchangeable part that allows to change
the tightening diameters of mechanical nuts.

dabacury
DABACURY Ver DABACUR

dabalo
DABALO Spelling error by Dábalo third singular person of the imperfect preterite of the verb dar , in pronominal form :
give, give for free , donate .

dad
DAD apocope of DADDY collocopately , dad , daddy

daimon
DAIMON concept derived from Greek religion and mythology with multiple meanings, but which all of them integrate to
the deities, demigods, geniuses, angels and demons, who are not part of the gods or humans, but who live communally
in the Land of humans.  The term daimon was referred to as the individual destiny in which the group of spirits of the
human condition and its actions : Agato were the Good, the Virtues, the favorable, the good, while Caco was Evil, the
Vices, I aciago, the bad. 

dairany
Dairany Female proper name, used in Mexico.  Probably derived from Daira, or Dayra, nymph from Greek mythology,
mother of Eleusis.  In Hebrew and Greek it can be translated as "full of wisdom".  In the United States there is no person
in the Social Security file, approximately 6. 000 . 000 members, who are registered with this name

dalit
DALIT fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet, equivalent to the d .

dame haciendo
GIVE ME DOING in Ecuador: respectful way to ask for something, because Ecuadorians hate to use verbal imperatives,
for being authoritarian.  Instead of saying pass me the salt they will say give me passing the salt , which is understood
as please , can you pass me the salt?

damn
DAMN anglicanism that in Spanish would be the tone of a whore! Or Shit! . 


